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So Glad You Are Here
If you’ve made it this far, you must have really envisioned
working together! There is no better compliment I could recieve
than someone who wants me to document their senior year.

I began shooting when I was just a girl, with tons of ambition
wanting to create something meaningful. Now, 9 years later I am
able to create meaningful work as a job... what more could I ask
for? Senior photos are not just something I do as a business,
but as a mission. Without a mission there is no passion and
reasoning to do something.
As a young girl, I grew up with insecurity about my personality
as well as my looks. I was always trying to chase a version of
myself that was not aligned with who I am made to be. This
“version” I strived for was utter perfection. I now know that
my imperfections are what make me who I am. I tell you these
things not for you to feel sorrow, but to understand why I am
here today doing what I do.
As mentioned before, I have a job with an important mission. It
is to young women, like you, build confidence and self discovery.
I want these photographs to show your radience shining
from within. This is only the beginging. Let’s create something
amazing, together!
-Hannah

Portrait Packages
Package #1

Package #2

Alt Package

$490

$590

TBD

DURATION: 60 MIN

DURATION: 90 MIN

15 EDITED IMAGES

20 EDITED IMAGES

1 OUTFIT

2 OUTFIT

1 LOCATION

2 LOCATIONS

DISSCUSSED VIA EMAIL
Packages with more content than what
is offered in packages 1 and 2.

What To Expect
A Typical Senior Shoot Timeline

Prior to booking:

After Booking:

👋📩

-Client Inquires via email
-Hannah sends an email response + shares
pdf (this one)

💻

Shooting, Post Production,
and Final Gallery

🎉

-Client looks over PDF and chooses desired
package (You are here)

🔗

-Hannah shares link to book the package

📅

-Client selects a time and date that works
best
-Client pays $50 down deposit in order to
book
-Hannah sends follow up email for booking
confirmation

-Details + Next steps to prepare for shoot will
be sent by Hannah

💅🏔🏖🗺
📞

1. Contract (read over with parent + sign)
2. Outfit/Location Guides
3. Optional 30 min zoom call

✍

-Client + Hannah maps out shoot through email
or phone (Location, outfit questions, etc.)
-Prior to shooting: (Client)
1. Contract sent back to Hannah
2. Pay amount owed for senior shoot prior to
senior session

-Client completes payment prior to
shooting
-Complete Senior Session!!!!!

📸😎

-1-2 Week turnaround to receive gallery
selections (recieve through email)
-1-2 week turnaround to receive final,
high-resolution images in gallery (recieve
through email)

💃🎊👑💯🔥😍

FAQ
Q: How will I receive my images?
A: Images will be sent digitally in an online gallery through my website. The gallery allows
you to select from a collection of images taken from our shoot.
Q: How long will it take to receive my images?
A: Images will be given back within in 2-3 weeks from the day of our shoot.
If you would want these images at a faster turnaround time, a rush fee would be added.
Q: What happens if it is raining/overcast on the day of the shoot?
A: If the weather is not as promised on the day we scheduled, let’s reschedule. I believe
sunshine adds so much embelishment and character to photographs. However, If it is
overcast and you have a strict deadline you need to meet, we can stick to the original
date!

You Ready?
Let’s Do This!
Let’s get on the same page
I am guessing there is a lot of questions you need help answering.
Let’s exchange some emails or talk on the phone to help make
you feel more confident about our shoot. Don’t you worry, I’ve
got you!

Booking + Deposit
Are you ready to commit to a senior experience? Once you have
decided on which package you want, follow the link on the next
page to book our shoot! (Your non-refundable down deposit is
included in the booking process)

Contract + Guides
Sucess! You have officially booked with me! Now that things are
legit, I will provide you with resources such as my guides for
locations and getting ready, a contract to sign, and other fun
stuff!

